
THBT Indonesia Would Be Better OFF Without The 

Ministry of Religious Affair 

I believe that we all can agree that it was a really close debate. Each 

team has its own part where they are superior than another and also 

things that’s also problematic in their case. But finally, based on some 

considerations I would explain further in this adjudication, I give the first 

rank to OG, second rank to OO, third to CG and fourth to CO. 

The main reason why I give the winning to OG is that the core idea that 

the main job of Ministry of Religious Affair to legalize certain religion 

should not exist and all interests of all religions should be done by 

civilian organization still stand till the end of the debate. OO tried to rebut 

that religion is high interest of Indonesia but the reason why it’s the high 

interest was not explained much that it fell into a pretty simplistic 

argument that I couldn’t consider that as an effective response.  

The debate about whether Ministry of Religious Affair’s jobs could be 

allocated to another sector has been an interesting clash but in the end 

both OG and OO are unable to provide the vital analysis needed for me 

to convince them. For OG, I was unable to picture what kind of actor can 

bridge when difference and conflict arises, as for OO, the analysis of gov 

as the only actor that can be neutral was interesting but comparation 

with OO’s analysis that government was not trusted in religious 

organization needed to be done so I could be sure how much ability 

government has to tackle this religious conflict problem. So at this point I 

couldn’t really say one has a significant advantage from another at this 

clash. 

The OG did has a point that has been tackled by opposition, it was the 

idea that ministry of religious affair as source of corruption and 

conflicting interest. This point has been responded effectively by saying 

that the mistake and corruption coming from previous minister should 

not be the reason for ministry of religious affair to be abolished since 

case of corruption doesn’t exist only in this ministry and improvement 

can also be made in order to take care of this problem. But I believe the 

clash won by OG was more important than this clash won by OO since it 

touched the main job and core value why ministry of religion exist at the 

very first place. So OG deserved to be placed higher than OO. 



Next is why Opening teams are placed higher than CG. As closing I 

believe it’s important job for them to extend the debate into something 

new so their job to bring dynamic to the debate can be contested with 

the set up from the opening. CG did try to extend by explaining how civil 

society works to bring better mediation to society rather than 

government. But this analysis is problematic because even in civil 

society there’s disagreement among them, something that has been 

pointed out by OO. The rest of the argument and response were pretty 

repetitive so I couldn’t really regard this sole point as a contributive 

substantive to the debate. That’s why in terms of role fulfillment, OG is 

better since they at least successfully explain how religious affair linked 

with governmental duty as the actor who control and accommodate 

religious society. 

The last is comparation between CG and CO. CO also fell to a same 

problem with CO where their case was repetitive. They do have a fresh 

response in analysis of the case where bullying could happen in a 

scenario where religion is left with existing civil society with its diversity 

with religious value. But in the end I believe CG has to be credited more 

as they are able to integrate their analysis of how it’s unethical for 

government to dictate what value is right in the process of managing 

diversity by picking what religion is in line with government value. This is 

something that CO unable to answer and became a point that makes 

CG get a signifficant lead than CO. 

That’s all for me, thanks for reading till the end! 


